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In this paper, we study the inapproximability of several well-known
optimization problems in network optimization. We show-that the max
directed vertex-disjoint paths problem cannot be approximated within ratio
2log
1&= n unless NPDTIME[2polylog n], the max directed edge-disjoint paths
problem cannot be approximated within ratio 2log
1&= n unless NPDTIME
[2polylog n], the integer multicommodity flow problem in directed graphs
cannot be approximated within ratio 2log
1&= n unless NPDTIME[2polylog n],
the max undirected vertex-disjoint paths problem does not have a polynomial
time approximation scheme unless P=NP, and the minimum Steiner forest
with bandwidth constraints problem cannot be approximated within ratio
exp( poly(n)) unless P=NP.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Disjoint paths problems are fundamental, extensively studied NP-hard problems.
They have applications in areas such as telecommunications, VLSI, and scheduling
[8, 13, 14, 16]. Due to the rapid growth of high-speed integrated networks that
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provide vast bandwidth and support heterogeneous applications, considerable effort
has been made recently for disjoint paths, bandwidth allocation, and related
algorithmic problems. In this paper, we study the inapproximability of several well-
known optimization problems including max directedundirected vertexedge-disjoint
paths, integer multicommodity flow, and minimum Steiner forest with bandwidth
constraints.
Maximum Disjoint Paths
Given a graph G=(V, E ) and a set of vertex pairs T=[(s1 , t1), (s2 , t2) , ...,
(sk , tk)]. The max undirected vertexedge-disjoint paths problem (VDPEDP) is to
find a maximum cardinality collection P of vertexedge-disjoint paths in G, each of
which connects a distinct pair (si , ti) # T. If the graph is directed and the directed
paths are requested, the problem is called max directed vertexedge-disjoint paths
(DVDPDEDP).
All the above versions were proved to be NP-complete [6, 7]. A lot of effort has
been made in design polynomial time approximation algorithms [811]. Most of
them are about special classes of graphs, e.g., expander graphs [11], densely
embedded graphs [9], high-diameter planar networks [10], and high-bandwidth
models [1].
For general graphs, the best-known performance ratios are O(- |E0 | ) for EDP
and O(- |V0 | ) for VDP, where |E0 | and |V0 | are the numbers of edges and vertices
that appear in the paths in an optimal solution, respectively [12]. On the other
hand, the only known inapproximability result is that EDP is MAX SNP-hard [2].
In [15], Srinivasan conjectures that the problem does not admit any good ratio;
e.g., it cannot be approximated within ratio O(n=) for some =.
In this paper, we prove that DVDP cannot be approximated within ratio 2log
1&= n
unless NPDTIME[2polylog n], DEDP cannot be approximated within ratio
2log
1&= n unless NPDTIME[2polylog n], and VDP does not have a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS) unless P=NP.
After this paper was accepted, the referee informed us that a stronger lower
bound m12&= was given by Guruswami et al. [3]. Their results are later and the
techniques used are completely different.
Integer Multicommodity Flow
Given a (directedundirected) graph G=(V, E ), a capacity function c : E  N,
and k pairs of vertices (si , ti) (i=1, 2, ..., k) indicating si as the source and t i the
sink for this commodity, a multicommodity flow is a way of simultaneously routing
commodities from their sources to sinks subject to capacity and conservation
constraints. The problem is to find an integral multicommodity flow such that the
total flow is maximized.
This problem was proved to be MAX SNP-hard for undirected graphs [2]. For
directed graphs, it has a randomized approximation algorithm when c(e) is at least
5.2 log 4 |E | [4]. As a corollary of our hardness result for DEDP, we prove that
the integer multicommodity flow problem in directed graphs cannot be
approximated within ratio 2log
1&= n unless NPDTIME[2polylog n].
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Minimum Steiner Forest with Bandwidth Constraints
Minimum Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints is an important problem in
multicast routing [5]. Let G=(V, E ) be a graph. Each edge e # E has a positive
cost c(e) and a bandwidth b(e). We are given a group of processes (a set of vertices)
DV and the bandwidth requirement of the group connection B; the problem here
is to find |D| Steiner trees such that the total bandwidth used for each edge e is at
most b(e) and the total cost of the |D| Steiner trees is minimized. Without loss of
generality, here we assume that B=1. We prove threat this problem cannot be
approximated within ratio exp( poly(n)).
2. MAXIMUM DISJOINT PATHS
In this section, we will discuss the directed and undirected edgevertex-disjoint
paths. We also consider the integer multicommodity flow problem in directed
graphs.
2.1. Max Directed Disjoint Paths
In this subsection, we show that DVDP cannot be approximated within ratio
2log
1&= n for any =>0 unless NPDTIME[2polylog n]. A similar result also holds
for DEDP.
The reduction is from the maximization version of label cover.
Max Label Cover (LC )
Instance. A regular bipartite graph G=(V1 , V2 , E ) (every node in Vi (i=1, 2)
has degree di), an integer N in unary, and for each edge e # E, a partial function
6e : [1, N]  [1, N]. A labeling has to assign each v # V1 _ V2 a number in [1, N].
An edge e=(v1 , v2) # E, where v1 # V1 and v2 # V2 , is said to be covered if vi is
labeled with ai (i=1 or 2) and 6e(a1)=a2 .
Question. Find a labeling that maximizes the number of covered edges.
It was shown that the problem is hard to approximate [4]. That is,
Theorem 1 [4]. For any =>0, max label cover cannot be approximated within
ratio 2log1&= n unless NPDTIME[2polylog n].
The main theorem in this subsection is that DVDP is hard to approximate.
That is,
Theorem 2. If there is an approximation algorithm for DVDP with ratio \, then
one can find an approximate solution for max label cover with ratio 2\ in polynomial
time.
Proof. Consider an instance Ilc of max label cover that contains a regular
bipartite graph G=(V1 , V2 , E ), an integer N, and a partial function 6e : [1, N] 
[1, N] for each edge e # E. Suppose that V1=[v1 , v2 , ..., vm] and V2=[vm+1 ,
vm+2 , ..., vn]. The degree of nodes in V1 is d1 and the degree of nodes in V2 is d2 .
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FIG. 1. The subgraph G1(vi). Each dotted circle corresponds to a label l, where 1lN.
Let K be an integer that is related to the size of Ilc . (The value of K will be
determined later.) In our reduction, each vi # V1 corresponds to a directed subgraph
G1(vi) that can be constructed in a Euclidean plane as follows:
(1) d1 } K points denoted as v1i, 1 , v
1
i, 2 , ..., v
1
i, d1
, v2i, 1 , ..., v
2
i, d1
, ..., vKi, 1 , ..., v
K
i, d1
are
lined up in a horizontal line from left to right;
(2) another d1 } K } N points denoted as
w1i, 1, 1 , ..., w
1
i, d1 , 1
, w2i, 1, 1 , ..., w
2
i, d1 , 1
, ..., wKi, 1, 1 , ..., w
K
i, d1 , 1
,
w1i, 1, 2 , ..., w
1
i, d1 , 2
, w2i, 1, 2 , ..., w
2
i, d1 , 2
, ..., wKi, 1, 2 , ..., w
K
i, d1 , 2
,
...,
w1i, 1, N , ..., w
1
i, d1 , N
, w2i, 1, N , ..., w
2
i, d1 , N
, ..., wKi, 1, N , ..., w
K
i, d1 , N
,
are lined up in another horizontal line from left to right (the two lines in (1) and
(2) are parallel);
(3) for each possible j, k, l, draw a directed line segment from vki, j to w
k
i, j, l in
the plane (this leads to many intersection points);
(4) the intersection points obtained in (3) as well as the points in (1) and (2)
are the nodes in G1(vi); every edge in G1(vi) corresponds to a pair of nodes which
are adjacent in some line segment in the plane and its direction is the same as the
line segment.
See Fig. 1. Similarly, for each vi # V2 , a subgraph G2(vi) can be constructed. The
differences are that d1 is replaced with d2 and that the directions of edges are
reversed.
For each node v # V1 (V2), we number the edges incident to v from 1 to d1 (from
1 to d2). Let
Ee=[(wki1 , j1 , l1 , w
k
i2 , j2 , l2
) | e=(vi1 , vi2) be the j1th edge of vi1 and
the j2 th edge of vi2 , 6e(l1)=l2 , 1kK] (1)
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FIG. 2. (a) An instance of maximum label cover, where the bold numbers are the numbering of
edges in the reduction. (b) The constructed instance of DVDP from the graph in (a), where K=3. Note
that, in (b) there are three types of edges not in any Gi (vj) (outside the dashed rectangles). The thin
edges correspond to the mapping 6(v1 , v2) : 1  2 for edge (v1 , v2). The bolder edges correspond to the
mapping 6(v1 , v2) : 2  2 for edge (v1 , v2). The boldest edges correspond to the mapping 6(v1 , v3) : 2  2 for
edge (v1 , v3).
and
Te=[(vki1 , j1 , v
k
i2 , j2
) | e=(vi1 , vi2) be the j1the edge of vi1 and
the j2 th edge of vi2 , 1kK]. (2)
Now, we can define a new graph G$ as follows: (1) the set of vertices for G$ is the
set of all the nodes in G1(vi)’s and G2(vj)’s for vi # V1 and vj # V2 ; (2) the set of
edges for G$ contains the edges in e # E Ee and the edges in G1(vi)’s and G2(vj)’s for
vi # V1 and vj # V2 . We define T to be the set of vertex pairs e # E Te . G$ and T
form an instance Idv dp for DVDP. An example is given in Fig. 2.
Lemma 3. If there is an optimal solution of Ilc that covers c edges then the
optimal solution of Idv dp contains at least c } K vertex-disjoint paths.
Proof. Suppose that vi is labeled with l(i) in the solution for Ilc . For each
covered edge e=(vi1 , vi2), there are K paths,
pki1 , i2 : v
k
i1 , j1
 wki1 , j1 , l(i1)  w
k
i2 , j2 , l(i2)
 vki2 , j2 ,
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where k=1, 2, ..., K, e is the j1 th edge of vi1 and the j2 th edge of vi2 , the second 
is the edge (wki1 , j1 , l(i1) , w
k
i2 , j2 , l(i2)
), and the first  and the third  are the paths
corresponding to the directed line segments from vki1 , j1 to w
k
i1 , j1 , l(i1)
and from
wki2 , j2 , l(i2) to v
k
i2 , j2
, respectively. Since there are c covered edges, there are c } K paths.
It is easy to see that the c } K paths are vertex-disjoint. Thus, we have a solution of
Idv dp with c } K paths. Therefore, the optimal solution of Idv dp contains at least c } K
vertex-disjoint paths. K
Let c be the number of covered edges for an optimal solution of a max label
cover instance Ilc . Let Idv dp be the instance constructed from Ilc . From Lemma 3,
the optimal solution for Idv dp contains at least c } K paths. Thus, the approximation
algorithm gives a solution P for Idv dp connecting more than cK\ pairs. To prove
the theorem, we only have to show that one can find a solution of Ilc that covers
at least c(2\) edges in polynomial time based on P.
Claim 4. For each path p # P connecting the pair (vki1 , j1 , v
k
i2 , j2
), p can be divided
into three segments: (i) vki1 , j2  w
k$
i1 , j1 , l1
; (ii) the edge (wk$i1 , j1 , l1 , w
k$
i2 , j2 , l2
); and (iii)
wk$i2 , j2 , l2  v
k
i2 , j2
.
Proof. Note that for any i such that 1in and a=1, 2, the subgraph Ga(vi)
connects the other parts of G$ through nodes wki, j, l ’s for 1kK. Since p connects
the two components G1(vi1) and G2(vi2), p contains two nodes w
k$
i1 , j, l1
and wk"i2 , j $, l2 .
Thus, p is divided into three segments by wk$i1 , j, l1 and w
k"
i2 , j $, l2
.
From the construction of the directed graph G$, the segment between wk$i1 , j, l1 and
wk"i2 , j $, l2 is the edge (w
k$
i1 , j, l1
, wk"i2 , j $, l2). From formula (1), k$=k" and the edge (vi1 , vi2)
in Ilc is the j th edge of vi1 and j $th edge of vi2 . From formula (2) and the fact that
(vki1 , j1 , v
k
i2 , j2
) # T, (vi1 , vi2) is the j1 th edge of vi1 and the j2 th edge of vi2 . Thus, j= j1
and j $= j2 . This completes the proof. K
For each path p : vki1 , j1  w
k$
i1 , j1 , l1
 wk$i2 , j2 , l2  v
k
i2 , j2
in P connecting (vki1 , j1 , v
k
i2 , j2
) ,
denote i1( p), i2( p), l1( p), and l2( p) to be the subscripts i1 , i2 , l1 , and l2 , respec-
tively. We divide the paths in P into m } K groups PKi , where i=1, 2, ..., m,
k=1, 2, ..., K, and
Pki =[ p | p starts at some v
k
i, j].
Define
Pk= .
m
i=1
Pki . (3)
A group Pki is well defined if for any two paths p and p$ in P
k
i , l1( p)=l1( p$).
A group Pk is well defined if for any two paths p and p$ in Pk, i1( p)=i1( p$) implies
l1( p)=l1( p$) and i2( p)=i2( p$) implies l2( p)=l2( p$). Well-defined Pk ’s are impor-
tant to our proof since each well-defined Pk induces a solution for the instance of
the max label cover problem.
Claim 5. If Pk is well defined and Pk contains h paths, one can get a solution
for Ilc that covers h edges.
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Proof. Suppose that Pk is well defined. For every path p in Pk, labeling
vi1( p) # V1 with l1( p) and vi2( p) # V2 with l2( p) one can get a solution for Ilc . From
Claim 4, the edge (wk$i1( p), j1 , l1( p) , w
k$
i2( p), j2 , l2( p)
) is in p. So, formula (1) indicates
that 6(vi1( p), vi2( p))(l1( p))=l2( p). Thus, the labeling covers the set of edges
[(vi1( p) , v i2( p)) | p # P
k] in Ilc . Furthermore, if p and p$ are two different paths in Pk,
then they connect different pairs (vki1( p), j1 , v
k
i2( p), j2
) and (vki1( p$), j $1 , v
k
i2( p$), j $2
) .
Consider formula (2). The pair (vi1 , vi2) uniquely determines both j1 and j2 . Thus,
the fact that (vki1( p), j1 , v
k
i2( p), j2
) and (vki1( p$), j $1 , v
k
i2( p$), j $2
) are different implies either
i1( p){i1( p$) or i2( p){i2( p$). So, different paths in Pk correspond to different
covered edges of Ilc . Therefore, we get a labeling that contains at least h covered
edges. K
Unfortunately, a solution for Idv dp cannot ensure that every Pk is well defined.
However, we can show that lots of Pk ’s are well defined and thus there exists a Pk
containing enough number of paths.
Claim 6. Among the K groups P1, P2, ..., PK, there are at most n_N groups
that are not well defined.
Proof. Fix a node vi # V1 . Consider two paths p and p$ in P starting at vkij and
vk$ij $ , respectively. Note that p and p$ are vertex-disjoint and the subgraph G1(vi) is
constructed in the plane. Thus, if k<k$, then l1( p)l1( p$). For example, if p starts
at v1i, 2 , l1( p)=2 (See Fig. 1, the dark path.), and if p$ starts at v
2
i, 1 , then l1( p$) is
at least 2. Otherwise, p and p$ are not vertex-disjoint.
For a fixed i, l1( p)’s can take at most N values. Thus, there are at most N Pki ’s
for a fixed i that are not well defined. Applying a similar argument to vi # V2 and
counting all vi # V1 _ V2 , we can conclude that there are at most n_N Pk ’s that
are not well defined. K
It is easy to see that |Pk|d1 m. From Claim 6, the number of paths in P but
not in any well-defined Pk is at most nNd1m. Thus, the average number of paths
in each well defined Pk is at least (cK\&nNd1 m)K. Setting K=W2\nNd1mX, we
have (cK\&nNd1m)Kc(2\). So, at least one of the well-defined Pk ’s contains
at least c(2\) paths.
From Claim 5, by choosing a well-defined group Pk which contains the largest
number of paths, we can get a labeling that contains at least c(2\) covered
edges. K
Theorem 7. For any =>0, DVDP cannot be approximated within ratio 2log1&= n
unless NPDTIME[2polylog n].
Proof. From Theorem 2, if there is an approximation algorithm for DVDP with
ratio \=2log1&= n, then there is an approximation algorithm for the max label cover
problem with ratio 2\=2log1&=$ n for some small positive number =$. This contradicts
Theorem 1. K
Theorem 8. For any =>0, DEDP cannot be approximated within ratio 2log1&= n
unless NPDTIME[2polylog n].
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FIG. 3. A node vi is replaced with two nodes vi$ and vi" .
Proof. We reduce DVDP to DEDP. Given an instance Idv dp=(G, T ) of
DVDP, where G=(V, E ) is a directed graph and T=[(vi1 , vj1), ..., (vim , vjm)] is a
set of vertex pairs. For each node vi # V, we introduce two new nodes vi$
and vi". Define V $=[vi$ , vi" | vi # V ], E$=[(vi$ , vi") | vi # V ] _ [(vi" , v$j) | (vi , vj) # E ],
G$=(V $, E$), and T $=[(v$i1 , v"j1) , ..., (v$im , v"jm)]. We then have an instance
Ide dp=(G$, T $) of DEDP. Figure 3 gives part of the reduction.
Now we want to show that Idv dp has a solution connecting K pairs in T if and
only if Ide dp has a solution connecting K pairs in T $.
(if ) Suppose P is a solution of Idv dp . For each p # P, if p connects (vik , vjk)
and p=vt1 , vt2 , ..., vtl , where vt1=vik and vtl=vjk , one can construct a path
p$=v$t1 , v"t1 , v$t2 , v"t2 , ..., v$tl , v"tl in G$ connecting the pair (v$ik , v"jk) # T $. Since paths p
in G is vertex-disjoint, it is easy to see that p$’s in G$ are edge-disjoint.
(only if ) Suppose P$ is a solution of Ide dp . For each path p$ # P$, if p$ con-
nects the pair (v$ik , v"jk) , then the construction of G$ ensures that p$ has the form
v$t1 , v"t1 , v$t2 , v"t2 , ..., v$tl , v"tl , where v$t1=v$ik and v"tl=v"jk . Then p=vt1 , vt2 , ..., vtl is a path
connecting the pair (vik , vjk) in G. Since p$’s are edge-disjoint in G$, p’s are also
vertex-disjoint in G.
From Theorem 7, we know Theorem 8 is true. K
Corollary 9. For any =>0, the integer multicommodity flow problem in
directed graphs cannot be approximated within ratio 2log1&= n unless NP
DTIME[2polylog n].
Proof. Given an instance of DEDP with graph G=(V, E ) and the set of vertex
pairs T=[(s1 , t1) , (s2 , t2) , ..., (sk , tk)], we construct a new graph G$ from G.
For each pair (si , ti) in T, we introduce two new nodes si$ and ti$ . Define
V $=V _ [si$ , ti$ | 1ik], E$=E _ [(si$ , si) | 1ik] _ [(ti , ti$) | 1ik], and
G$=(V $, E$). Obviously, G is a subgraph of G$. Let c(e)=1 for each e # E$ and the
k pairs of the commodity sources and sinks be (si$ , ti$), i=1, 2, ..., k. Then we have
an instance of the integer multicommodity flow problem.
Since there is only one edge out from each si$ and c(e)=1 for any e, an integer
flow in G$ with total capacity f is exactly f edge-disjoint paths connecting f pairs of
(si$ , ti$). Thus, one can easily find f paths connecting (si , ti)’s in G. From
Theorem 8, we have this corollary. K
2.2. Max Undirected EdgeVertex-Disjoint Paths
It is proved in [2] that the integer multicommodity flow problem in undirected
graphs is MAX SNP-hard. The same reduction implies that the max undirected
8 MA AND WANG
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FIG. 4. A node vi is changed to k nodes vi, 1 , ..., vi, k . An edge e is changed to a node ve .
edge-disjoint paths problem (EDP) is also MAX SNP-hard. In this subsection, we
prove that
Theorem 10. The max undirected vertex-disjoint paths problem (VDP) is MAX
SNP-hard.
Proof. We give an L-reduction from EDP to VDP. Suppose that we have an
instance I1 of EDP containing a graph G=(V, E ) and a set of vertex pairs
T=[(vsr , vtr) | 1rk]. A new graph G$=(V $, E$) is constructed as follows:
V $=[vi, 1 , vi, 2 , ..., vi, k | vi # V ] _ [ve | e # E ]
E$=[(vi, j , ve) | vi is adjacent to e, 1 jk].
Figure 4 gives part of the construction. For each pair (vsr , vtr) , where r=1, 2, ..., k,
we construct a new pair (vsr , r , vtr , r). Let T $ be the set of k new pairs. Then
G$=(V $, E$) and T $ form an instance I2 of VDP.
It is easy to see that I1 has a solution connecting c pairs if and only if I2 has a
solution connecting c pairs. Thus, we have an L-reduction. K
3. MINIMUM STEINER FOREST WITH BANDWIDTH CONSTRAINTS
Minimum Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints is an important problem in
multicast routing [5].
Minimum Steiner Forest with Bandwidth Constraints
Let G=(V, E ) be a graph. Each edge e # E has a positive cost c(e) and a
bandwidth b(e). We are given a group of processes (a set of regular points) DV
and the bandwidth requirement of the group connection B (without loss of
generality, assume B=1); the problem is to find |D| Steiner trees such that the total
bandwidth used for each edge e is at most b(e), and the total cost of the |D| Steiner
trees is minimized.
First, we discuss the decision version of the problem.
Steiner Forest with Bandwidth Constraints
Given a graph G=(V, E ), a vertex set D/V with |D|=K, we want to find K
Steiner trees for the set of regular points D such that any two Steiner trees do not
share any common edge.
9INAPPROXIMABILITY OF DISJOINT PATHS
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Theorem 11. Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints is NP-hard.
Proof. The reduction is from undirected edge-disjoint paths that was shown to
be NP-complete [6].
Undirected Edge Disjoint Paths (UEDP)
Given a graph G and a set T of K3 vertex pairs, decide whether there are K
edge-disjoint paths, one for each vertex pair in T.
Given an instance of undirected edge-disjoint paths G and T, where G=(V, E )
is a graph and T=[(ui , vi) | i=1, 2, ..., K] is a set of vertex pairs, we define a new
graph G$=(V $, E$) as follows:
V $=V _ [ui$ , vi$ | 1iK], and
E$=E _ [(ui$ , vj$) | i{ j, 1i, jK] _ [(ui , ui$) | 1iK]
_ [(vi$ , vi) | 1iK].
Let D=[ui$ | 1iK] be the set of regular points. Then G$=(V $, E$) and D
form an instance of Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints. Figure 5 gives an
example of the construction when K=3.
If the instance of undirected edge-disjoint paths has a solution [ pi | pi connects
(ui , vi) , i=1, 2, ..., K], then the instance of Steiner forest with bandwidth
constraints has a solution
pi _ [(ui$ , ui), (vi , vi$)] _ [(vi$ , uj$) | j{i, 1 jK], i=1, 2, ..., K.
Suppose that the instance of Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints has a
solution T1 , T2 , ..., TK . Since the degree of each ui$ is exactly K, we have:
Fact 1. Every uj$ must be a leaf in each Ti .
Now, we want to show that
Fact 2. Each Ti contains exactly one of the edges (vj , vj$).
FIG. 5. A construction with K=3 in Theorem 11.
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Proof. Suppose that a Steiner tree T1 does not contain any (vj , vj$). The
regular points in D=[ui$ | 1K] can be divided into two disjoint subsets S1=
[ui$ | (ui$ , u i) # T1] and S2=[u i$ | (ui$ , vj$) # T1 for some j].
Since no (vj , vj$) is in T1 , these two subsets S1 and S2 cannot be connected in T1 .
So, one of them is empty. If S1 is empty, then T1 contains neither (uj , uj$) nor
(vj , vj$). In other words, T1 does not contain any edge in E. Combining with Fact 1,
T1 cannot be connected. The only remaining case is that S1=D. In this case, T1
contains every (uj , uj$). Thus, every other Steiner tree contains no (uj , uj$). Therefore,
each of the K&1 other Steiner trees contains at least two (vj , vj$)-type edges.
(Otherwise, Fact 1 implies that vj$ ’s are isolated. Therefore, only one v j$ is in a
Steiner tree and thus uj cannot be included in the Steiner tree.) However, there are
totally K such edges (vj , vj$), where j=1, 2, ..., K. This is a contradiction. Thus, each
Ti contains at least one of the (vj , vj$)-type edges. Since there are K such edges, each
Ti contains exactly one (vj , vj$). K
Without loss of generality, assume that Tj contains (vj , vj$). Consider the path
connecting uj$ and vj$ in Tj ; it must contain a subpath from uj to vj in G. All these
subpaths give a solution of the original problem. K
Theorem 12. Minimum Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints (MSF) cannot
be approximated in ratio exp( poly(n)) unless P=NP.
Proof. Suppose that there is a polynomial time approximation algorithm for
MSF within ratio \1, where log(\) might be a polynomial function of the
instance size. For any instance (G, D) of Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints,
where G=(V, E ) is a graph and D is a set of regular points, we extend G to a
weighted complete graph G$ by adding edges with weight \n2, where n is the
number of vertices in V, and assigning weight 1 to the edges in E.
If (G, D) has a solution for Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints, then
(G$, D) has a solution for minimum Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints with
cost at most n(n&1). If (G, D) does not have a solution, the optimal solution of
(G$, D) must contain an edge with weight \n2; i.e., the cost is at least \n2.
Applying the ratio-\ approximation algorithm to solve G$ and testing if the cost
of the obtained solution is less than \n2 will give a polynomial time algorithm to
Steiner forest with bandwidth constraints. This contradicts Theorem 11. K
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